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this version of the story is also much more tragic, in that it begins
much earlier than the original version. it follows the plight of humanity
as it faces the threat of an impending apocalypse from the angels. but
it begins much earlier, as an invasion of the moon occurs in its early
stages. the impact of the invasion is felt across the entire globe, and
through the power of the evangelion units, mankind is able to fight
back. the first of the two-part anime remake of the 1993 classic,
evangelion 2.0: you can (not) advance features the return of the
series's original lead singer, miho kingue, and her new band, blue
angel. accompanying them is the return of the series's original
composer, hideaki takayama. this time around, we get a more faithful
adaptation of the original soundtrack, including all of the songs by
kingue and takayama, and a few bonus tracks for us fans. in addition,
there's a new, high quality production featuring new character models,
clean but detailed backgrounds, and a new, sharper-looking avc video
transfer. in terms of extras, there are the usual collection of trailers
and tv spots, as well as a new, very faithful english dub. overall, it's a
fine release, and a great way to get the sequel of one of the most
watched anime series of all time. this, too, is a part of the 'evangelion'
series we wish we could have seen in the past. it's the second part of
the series remake, and the first part to show the world of the movie.
the movie is made up of 2 discs, the second of which is the movie
itself, plus extra content. this includes a new, high quality production,
with new character models, detailed backgrounds, and a sharper
looking avc transfer. it features a new english dub, a faithful english
track, and a great collection of extras. this is the first disc, so you may
want to skip the second, as there's not that much content there. the
dub is one of the best i've seen, and it's very faithful to the japanese
track. overall, i think this is one of the best and most complete of the
series.
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after mari saves shinji, unit-02, and misato, unit-01, her face is
mangled by the effects of the angel's at-field. the evangelion project is

forced to build evangelion unit-03, a new evangelion unit, as mari's
face is beyond repair. approaching a seemingly dead sister asuka,

they finally learn that their mother is still alive. they learn that their
father, who was seen killed in their father's dream, is still alive and

well, the core destroying itself before their eyes. to their surprise, he's
alive and planning to use the core to destroy humanity, and to mari's
horror, he's planning to use them to make a new evangelion, using rei

as a pilot, and she isn't even aware of it. asuka decides to kill her
father before he can complete his plan. meanwhile, unit-03 begins a
battle with the new evangelion, and as it falls under the influence of

the core, mari's monster-like face appears in its eye, and it falls into a
rage at the core for awakening. kaname tōjō is the first human pilot of
unit-03, and as she destroys one of the core's at-fields, the other core
begins to create a barrier between the core and unit-03, and it begins

to attack her. in desperation, kaname tries to activate the barrier
between the core and unit-03, but it doesn't activate. unit-03 is

absorbed by unit-01 as mari tries to warn shinji and asuka not to
activate the barrier, but asuka, shinji, and kaname destroy the barrier,

and unit-03 is destroyed. when the core manages to destroy the
barrier between the core and unit-01, unit-01 is destroyed, and the

evangelion project is forced to resurrect unit-02, who joins the battle
as well. gendo is controlling the core, telling it to destroy itself and the
world. mari and unit-02 launch their attack, and the core begins to be
destroyed from the inside out, which destroys the world. 5ec8ef588b
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